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#Conservatism & Copy if better in Chimpanzees (WKPRC)
rm(list=ls())
setwd("~/Desktop/Copy if better")












#GLMM (binomial error structure, yes/no used trained token-type = "trained")
res=glmer(trained~trained.token+stooge.token+z.trial*condition+order
+offset(log(demonstrations.observed))+(1|subject)+(1|test.date)+(0+z.trial|
subject), family=binomial, data=xdata, control=contr)
red=glmer(trained~trained.token+stooge.token+order
+offset(log(demonstrations.observed))+(1|subject)+(1|test.date)+(0+z.trial|





#GLMM (binomial error structure, yes/no copied demonstrator = "observed")
res=glmer(observed~trained.token+stooge.token+z.trial*condition+order
+offset(log(demonstrations.observed))+(1|subject)+(1|test.date)+(0+z.trial|
subject), family=binomial, data=xdata, control=contr)
red=glmer(observed~trained.token+stooge.token+order
+offset(log(demonstrations.observed))+(1|subject)+(1|test.date)+(0+z.trial|
subject), family=binomial, data=xdata, control=contr)
res1=glmer(observed~trained.token+stooge.token+z.trial+condition+order
+offset(log(demonstrations.observed))+(1|subject)+(1|test.date)+(0+z.trial|






































#plot bar graphs means ± sems
means.overall=c(0.5825, 0.5775, 0.2075, 0.275, 0.21, 0.1475)
sem.overall=c(0.01987626, 0.01875219, 0.01711993, 0.01581139, 0.01510925, 
0.01952562)
#pdf(file="Token choices (trials)_other legend.pdf", width=7, height=7)
choices=barplot(t(matrix(means.overall, ncol=2, byrow=TRUE, 
dimnames=list(c("Trained token", "Observed token", "Random token"), 
c("Control condition", "Test condition")))), ylim=c(0,1), col=c("black", 
"gray"), beside=TRUE, legend.text=TRUE, args.legend=list(x="topright"), 




segments(choices, means.overall-sem.overall, choices, means.overall
+sem.overall, lwd=1)
segments(choices - 0.1, means.overall-sem.overall, choices+0.1, means.overall-
sem.overall, lwd=1)























































#pdf(file="Copy probability across trials.pdf", width=7, height=7)
draw.2.w.int.bw.1.cov.and.1.fac(
  plot.data=xdata, covariate="z.trial", factor="condition", response=xdata
$observed, coefs=coefficients(plot.model), 
link=c("logit"),
  grid.resol=NA, xaxt.at=xaxt.at, xaxt.labels=xaxt.labels, yaxt.labels=NULL, 
yaxt.at=NULL, xlim=NULL, ylim=NULL, xlab="time (in trials)", ylab="proportion 
copied", size.fac=1, 
add.q=F, e.type="T", conf.int=cis, ci.type=c("area"), fac.level.seq=NULL, 
fac.level.labels=NULL,
all.in.one=F, ltys=NULL, pchs=NULL, lwd=1, pcols=NULL, 
legend.where="topright", legend.what=NULL, add.lines=F, reset.par=T, quiet=T, 
besides=F)
#dev.off()
